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My speech will summarize our perspective on the deficiencies of the status quo and 
the question if the Commission's proposals will be appropriate to address those 
shortcomings:

 We view the rating market as monopolistic due to the overlapping shareholder 
structure of Moody's and S&P in combination with the obvious monopolistic 
rent visible in return on revenues of up to 60% (share of profits relative to 
turnover).

 The Issuer pays revenue model represents a conflict of interest that cannot 
be addressed by the Commission's rotation proposal as forced rotation will 
only cement and segment the monopoly. It disregards more market oriented 
options and is ultimately a form of queuing that will award revenues to market 
participants without proper choice for their customers based on competitive 
merits like price, cost/benefit and quality. The fact that rotation would likely 
benefit our own European Rating Agency Initiative should not detract us from 
these wrong incentives.

 The lack of product liability of ratings cannot be resolved by simply declaring 
ratings to be products instead of opinions. To protect the investors and enable 
them to bring claims forward they need a contractual relationship with the 
agencies which can only be created by an investor pays revenue model. 
However we welcome introducing such a liability as part of the solution. It is a 
necessary, but not sufficient component to establish a proper product liability 
regime.

 To ask ESMA for an approval process of all rating methodology changes will 
in our view not create transparency but overburden the regulator with a task 
he is currently not equipped to perform (and which cannot be enabled 
quickly), will slow down innovation and correction of methodology problems 
and stifle the entry of new participants to the market as it creates a very large 
additional fixed cost block that destroys small agencies viability. It will also 
lead to a tendency to prescribe rating methodologies and creates a new 
concentration risk in the credit markets if that prescription turns out to be 
wrong or misleading.

 Burdening the ESMA with these tasks will prevent it from focusing on the key 
issues necessary to ensure transparency, fairness and competition in the 
market. The European institutions should instead rebalance the regulatory 
approach towards utilizing competition, market mechanisms and choice for 
investors in order to achieve a reform of the rating industry and market.

 For this we have developed a proposal to create an investor based payment 
platform that will force rating agencies to compete on a transparent market 
place to win investors as clients by providing a better cost/benefit ratio, more 
transparency and a reasonable product liability regime. This proposal also is 
able to incentivize investors to reduce their dependency on ratings over time 
without creating market frictions while continuing to utilize the economies of 
scale that rating agencies can provide in reducing the information asymmetry 
between borrowers (issuers) and lenders (investors).
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